The Arizona District office, having streamflow conditions different from those in Montana, modified the program to deal with low-flow conditions. For this reason, and because many other offices were using the program, it became apparent that the program needed to be developed for general use and made available to all District offices of the U.S. Geological Survey.
This report describes FLOWSTAT, the computer program developed to summarize daily and peak streamflow statistics.
Specifically, the report describes the summary of streamflow statistics, the functions of the FLOWSTAT program and installation procedures.
In addition to descriptions of the program, this report contains listings (attachments 1-5) as supplemental information at the back of the report.
The listings describe samples of a job for submittal, the output returned, the extract file, the summary of statistics, and the post-processor files.
This software is written for use on a Prime computer. The user is assumed to have a working knowledge of the PRIMOS operating system of Prime computers.
SUMMARY OF STREAMFLOW STATISTICS
The summary consists of a single page of statistics describing monthly and annual discharges, magnitude and frequency of annual low flow, magnitude and frequency of annual high flow, magnitude and frequency of instantaneous annual peak flow, and duration of daily mean flow. Output values are formatted to conform with U.S. Geological Survey standards for rounding of discharge values.
Statistics Produced FLOWSTAT primarily reformats data produced by other statistical programs that have been run on the U.S. Geological Survey's Headquarters mainframe computer in Reston, Virginia. The programs involved are:
G490 -Retrieves daily values data from the historical and current files. W4422 -Calculates monthly and annual statistics. A193 -Calculates low-flow and high-flow statistics (log-Pearson type III probability distribution). E796 -Retrieves peak-flow statistics fromjthe Streamflow/Basin Characteristics file. ; A969 -Calculates flow-duration statistics I and the n-day high and low flows, which are passed to Program A193 fotf frequency analysis.
These programs are documented in the WATSTORE U$er's Guide, compiled (1975) .
by Hutchison
These five programs are all executed in a single computer job created by FLOWSTAT based on variables supplied by the user.
The first program, G490, retrieves the daily values data used by programs W4422, A193, and A969. Program G490 is documented in Volume 1, Chapter IV, Section G of the WATSTORE User's Guide.
Program W4422 is used to calculate the monthly and annual mean discharges from the daily values for the period selected. FLOWSTAT uses these mean values to calculate the maximum, minimum, mean, standard 4evi a tion, coefficent of variation, and percentage of annual runoff on a monthly and annual basis. Program W4422 is documented in Volume 1, Chapter IV, Section F of the WATSTORE User's Guide.
Program A193 calculates log-Pearson type III statistics of low-flow and highflow data. For low-flow data, annual n-day lowiflows (the smallest mean flow for a consecutive n-day period) are calculated for each year of record for consecutive nday periods of 1, 3, 7, 14, 30, 60, 90, 120 , and 183 days. From the annual series of n-day low flows, the log-Pearson type IIIjprobability distribution is used to calculate n-day low flows with non-exceedance probabilities ranging from 0.5 to 0.02 (recurrence intervals ranging from 2 tj.o 50 years). If zero-values occur, adjusted probabilities are calculated, and FLOWSTAT uses the adjusted probabilities.
For high-flow data, annual n-day high flows (the largest mean flow for a consecutive n-day period) are calculated for each year of record for consecutive periods of 1, 3, 7, 15, 30, 60 , and 90 days. The log-Pearson type III distribution is then used on the annual series of n-day high flows to calculate n-day high flows with exceedance probabilities ranging from 0.5 to 0.01 (recurrence intervals ranging from 2 to 100 years). Program A193 is documented in Volume 1, Chapter IV, Section G of the WATSTORE User's Guide.
Program E796 retrieves peak-flow statistics from the Streamflow/Basin Characteristics file.
Specifically, the following variables are retrieved and used by FLOWSTAT: Program A969 is used to calculate daily mean flow for various exceedance percentages to produce a flow-duration table.
FLOWSTAT interpolates between exceedance percentages produced by A969 to obtain the exceedance percentages given in the flow-duration table in the summary of statistics.
Program A969 is documented in Volume 1, Chapter IV, Section G of the WATSTORE User's Guide.
Interpretive Considerations
Peak-flow statistics and high-flow and low-flow frequency analysis results are interpretive information, which must be reviewed and possibly revised for reasonable hydrologic interpretation.
As noted in the Water Resources Division Publications Guide, section 11.01.2, p. 382 (Alt and Iseri, 1986) , such information must receive Director's approval before release. The author of each report is responsible for the adequacy of any hydrologic interpretive material included.
In some instances, a warning about the interpretive nature of the data might need to be added.
FUNCTIONS OF FLOWSTAT PROGRAM
FLOWSTAT uses ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard control sequences for cursor control on the user's terminal. For this reason, only terminals that comply with this standard (VT100, TAB, GraphOn, for example) can be used to run this program.
Build a Retrieval Job
To build a WATSTORE job to retrieve data, the program is invoked by entering "FLOWSTAT." The following illustrates the dialog. The italicized statements are those displayed by the computer.
OK, FLOWSTAT
The following menu and prompt appear:
FLOWSTAT -CONSOLIDATED FLOW STATISTICS
The following options are available:
( In this example, the user selected option 1; that is, the option to build a WATSTORE job.
After selecting option 1, the user is prompted to specify the FLOWSTAT job sequence number to be used. This is an arbitrary number between 1 and 999 inclusive, which serves to identify a particular FLOWSTAT setup.
This sequence number is used to name four FLOWSTAT files:
STATnnn.JOB -Job to be submitted to the Headquarters mainframe computer. STATnnn.RET -Output returned from the mainframe computer. STATnnn.XTR -Data extracted from STATnlnn.RET by FLOWSTAT that are required for creating tjhe statistical summary. STATnnn.RPT -The statistical summary dreated by FLOWSTAT.
After specifying a sequence number, the user is prompted to specify the account number, job class, Amdahl logon identification (ID) and password, backfile cartridge number(s), and period of record to be processed. The dialog is as follows: 
.).
Also note that the output from the mainframe computer is returned to the directory in which the user is attached when FLOWSTAT is executed. This process requires that the file transfer phantom, usually FTS_PH1, have at least Use and Add access rights to this directory. The recommended access is DAUW.
The user is then prompted to indicate if [the stations are to be processed as seasonal sites in WATSTORE program A969:
Process as seasonal stations (Y/N) ? N
If the reply is Y, the user is prompted to specify the begin and end months desired for processing. In this example, the user indicated that the sites were not to be processed as seasonal sites.
Finally, the user selects the streamflow-gaging stations to be included in the reports:
Enter as many as 20 station numbers --(01) 06291500 (02) <CR>
The user is notified when the file is complete:
Job STAT003.JOB is ready for submittal to the mainframe computer.
The job is submitted by issuing the DRJQ comfnand to submit the job by means of the U.S. Geological Survey's GEONET network. I The computer administrator in each Geological Survey office can provide information about using the DRJQ command. The program scans the output in file STAT003.RET and extracts the data required for the statistical summary. The user is provided with a display of the WATSTORE output being scanned (programs W4422, A193, E796, or A969) as well as the 8-digit station number and current water year.
A file containing the extracted data is created.
Attachment 3 provides a listing of the extract file, STAT003.XTR, produced in this example. This is a file that can be edited by the user to replace any values furnished by FLOWSTAT. Such editing may be necessary to ensure proper hydrologic interpretation of the computed statistics. Occasionally, data may not be available for a particular field.
In this instance, "-i" is substituted to denote a missing value. The user can edit this file and replace these missing values with appropriate numbers.
Because the FLOWSTAT program extracts much of the data it requires from formatted print files, the program is dependent on an unchanging output format from the WATSTORE programs. These programs are stable; hence, the output format is not subject to change. However, if these WATSTORE programs are changed, or if the output is otherwise changed by editing before running the program, FLOWSTAT can fail.
FLOWSTAT will normally indicate an error condition by displaying something like "STOP nnnn" where nnnn is a 4-digit number. Should this occur during the extract phase (option 2 on the FLOWSTAT menu), please notify one of the authors of this report.
Format the Streamflow Statistics
To format the streamflow statistics from the extract file, FLOWSTAT is invoked, the format option is selected, and the job sequence number is specified; FLOWSTAT then formats the data. The dialog appears as follows:
( At this point the user can display the statistical summary or spool to the default system line printer. However, in most instances, publication-quality printing will be required and option (4) of the FLOWSTAT menu needs to be invoked to print the statistical summary.
Print the Statistical Summary
To print the statistical summary, FLOWSTAT is invoked, option 4 is selected, and the job sequence number is specified; FLOWSTAT then submits the formatted summary for printing. The dialog appears as follows:
FLOWSTAT -CONSOLIDATED FLOW STATISTICS
( The first field (columns 1-8) is the printer name a name used to identify the print option to the user; the name generally is the same as the spool queue name. The second field (columns 10-41) is a description of the print option for the user.
The third field (columns 43-58) contains the PRIMOS command that FLOWSTAT will actually execute to print the file. The command field commonly is set to SPOOL to simply spool the statistical summary; however, it can be set to some other PRIMOS command. For example, a CPL program installed as a system command could be used to process the report by adding escape sequences for printing on a laser printer. Attachment 5 contains listings of two CPL programs, STCONV1.CPL and STCONV2.CPL, which are used to post-process the statistical summary for printing on a Hewlett Packard Laser-Jet printer and a Postscript printer, respectively.
The command field is a multi-line field. As many as three additional lines of the command field can contain options to the PRIMOS command. For the SPOOL command, these could be the "-AT" and "-NOF" options, or any other valid spooler options. FLOWSTAT builds the actual PRIMOS command by taking the first line in the command field, appending the file name of the statistical summary, and then appending as many as three lines of options from the command field. The second and third option lines of the command field (if present) are appended without a padding space, so a single space needs to precede the options in this field. So, for the following printer in the PRINTERS.DATA file, 
5.

6.
Use any editor to build the file NODE.DATA in the FLOWSTAT directory. This file consists of three lines:
The first line contains the default user identification in columns 1-7.
The user ID is also the first seven characters of the job name on the Amdahl. For example, in Montana, assume the default user identification is AG4XXXX.
The second line contains the cost center in columns 1-4. In Montana, the cost center is 4630.
The third line contains as many as thr^e default backfile cartridge tape numbers in columns 1-6, 8-13, and 15^20. The default backfile cartridge tape number in Montana is 561576.
So, for Montana, the NODE.DATA file would be:
Edit the PRINTERS.DATA file for the office printers.
Copy the post-processing CPL (if any) to CMDNCO so that it can be invoked as a system command. Attachment 5. Sample post-processor files
The following are listings of two sample post-processor CPL's that are used for preparing the consolidated flow reports for use on laser printers.
The first sample prepares output for an HP Laser Jet, whereas the second sample prepares output for a Postscript printer. Note that control characters in the files are denoted by A nnn where nnn is the OCTAL value of the control character.
Sample 1 -Process for HP Laser Jet /* CPL program to convert FLOWSTAT report files for printing on /* the laser printer using the Math Elite (J) cartridge and the /* internal line printer font. /* /*Written by Mark Werley (MRWERLEYgDAZTCN) 
